Love at Home
By Diane Harris for

Quilt Block Mania
Materials
Light pink for background
Medium red for hearts
Dark red for hearts
Medium teal for star
Dark teal for houses
Black for roofs

Cutting
Light pink:
4 rectangles (A) 1-1/2" x 4-1/2"
4 rectangles (B) 1-1/2" x 3-1/2"
16 squares (C) 2" x 2"
16 squares (E) 1" x 1"
8 rectangles (G) 1" x 3"
4 squares (I) 1-1/2" x 1-1/2"
4 rectangles (J) 1-1/2" x 2-1/2"
Medium red and dark red
from each:
4 rectangles (F) 2" x 3-1/2"
Medium teal
8 squares (L) 1-1/2" x 1-1/2"
1 square (M) 2-1/2" x 2-1/2"
Dark teal
4 rectangles (H) 3" x 3-1/2"
Black
4 rectangles (D) 2" x 4-1/2"

Visit stashbandit.net for tips, tricks, quilt inspiration and much more.

How to Stitch and Flip
Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the patch you're adding to the unit. Place this
patch right sides together with the base patch. Sew from corner to corner on the
marked line as shown in the photo or diagram. Trim the seam allowance to 1/4" and flip
the patch open. Press.
If after stitching, the top patch doesn't cover the bottom patch completely, skootch your
stitching line a little closer to the corner you'll be trimming off.
If you need more instruction for stitch and flip, see my video: https://youtu.be/
pUV9tLiQuIc
Making the Houses
Sew a pink G to each side of a teal H. Sew the black D to this
unit. Use stitch-and-flip to add a pink C to each corner of the
roof. Repeat to make 4 houses. The houses should be 4-1/2" x
4-1/2".

Making the Hearts
Use stitch-and-flip to add a pink E to each top corner of the
medium red F's and the dark red F's. Paying careful attention to
the direction you sew, add a pink C to the bottom of the
medium red F's as shown. Repeat to add a pink C to the
bottom of the dark red F's, sewing in the opposite direction as
shown.

Join a medium red unit with a dark red unit to make a heart.
Repeat to make a total of 4 hearts. Sew a pink B to the top of
each heart. Sew a pink A to the left side of each heart unit. The
heart units should be 4-1/2" x 4-1/2".

Visit stashbandit.net for tips, tricks, quilt inspiration and much more.

Making the Star
Use stitch-and-flip to add medium teal L's to a pink J
as shown to form star points. Repeat to make a total
of 4 star point units. Join the star point units, the
pink I's and the medium teal M into rows as shown.
Sew the rows together to make the star. The star
should be 4-1/2" x 4-1/2".

Making the Block
Arrange each unit as shown. Join the units into 3 rows. Sew the rows together to
complete the block. It should be 12-1/2" x 12-1/2" including its seam allowances.
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